ClearScale & CloudChomp:
End-to-End Cloud Migrations
Migrating on-premises IT infrastructure and applications to the cloud can be
challenging and expensive. It takes specialized expertise, dedicated resources,
and significant planning to maximize the ROI of such an undertaking.
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Together, CloudChomp and ClearScale help organizations evaluate, plan, and
execute migrations of on-premises IT assets to the Amazon Web Services (AWS)
platform.
With CloudChomp’s pre-migration assessment services, businesses gain clarity
around the time, cost, and complexity of moving critical workloads to the cloud.
ClearScale then ensures all relevant data, applications, and workloads are
transferred seamlessly to the cloud.

Work with CloudChomp and ClearScale on a customized cloud migration strategy
to quantify your current on-premises TCO, estimate right-sized AWS costs,
determine which workloads to move, and deploy your new cloud environment.

Companies that work with CloudChomp and ClearScale migrate quickly and
cost-effectively. CloudChomp delivers an average cost savings of 41% compared
to lift-and-shift migrations, while ClearScale can rapidly deploy your infrastructure
on AWS with zero downtime.
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CUSTOMER STORY

SERVICE OFFERINGS

CloudChomp enabled software company
Innovative Interfaces to identify its internal IT
costs and on-premises TCO. This allowed the
company to determine potential cost savings
of moving to AWS.
ClearScale worked with SF Match, a provider
of medical residency matching services, to
migrate the company’s IT infrastructure to
AWS. ClearScale eliminated several points of
failure, provided high availability, and reduced
SF Match’s IT management overhead.

Automated Infrastructure Utilization Analysis
Agentless TCO Evaluation
Right-sized AWS Pricing
App Discovery
Windows & SQL Licensing Planning
Machine Dependency Mapping
Migration Planning
Cloud Adoption and Migration
Application Development and Modernization

ABOUT CLEARSCALE
ClearScale is a cloud-native systems integration, strategic consulting and application development
company founded in 2011. As an AWS Premier Consulting Partner with the Migration Competency,
ClearScale has helped hundreds of businesses migrate and modernize on AWS.
ClearScale highlights:

AWS Premier Consulting Partner
900+ Successful Cloud Projects
10 AWS Competencies

ABOUT CLOUDCHOMP
CloudChomp empowers businesses with “cloud economics in a box” solutions to quickly and
accurately determine the financial opportunity of migrating to AWS. The company has analyzed over
620 billion data points across 317,000 machines to date.
CloudChomp highlights:

www.clearscale.com

$464M in potential annual savings identified
Nearly 650 successful engagements
AWS Migration & Microsoft Workloads Competencies

www.cloudchomp.com

